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Opposite: Portage sculpture setting.
Right, below: Street furniture and
planting details.

Active edges:
New Lynn town centre
Words & Photographs Nick Robinson, landscape architect

An overview of changes to the local urban landscape as New Lynn receives significant
upgrades to its public spaces, providing context for upcoming infrastructural development.
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the ‘water’ paving in the shallow basin

The marketplace, New Lynn.

below the waka and strips of tiles inlaid
with paua that follow the sundial lines.
This streetscape and public
spaces will soon provide the context
for New Lynn’s ‘transport oriented
development’, and the ‘big dig’ that
is just beginning in the town centre is
a railway trench – up to 8m deep – to
take two rail lines through the town
centre below ground level. It will also
incorporate a new railway station and
allow road and footpath connections
above the tracks at ground level. This
transport work is linked to a number
of substantial development sites in the
town centre, where intensive retail and
service activities will be encouraged.
These development sites, although
welcome for the architectural qualities
they should bring and the increased
shopping and civic facilities, could, if
they are not well designed, erode the
existing parks and other greenspace.
Good urban design, especially the
creation of active edges rather than
inward looking malls, and good
developments are to enhance the

!

The author: Nick Robinson is a
Landscape Architect in private practice
in Waitakere (nick@nickrobinson.co.nz)

“Good urban design, especially the creation of active edges rather
than inward looking malls, and good architecture are essential if these
developments are to enhance the environment of the town centre.”

Memorial Square pergola, but connects
the two spaces with its axial alignment

NEW LYNN STREETSCAPE

and use of some similar materials.

STAGE 1

The corner park also includes an

Client: Waitakere City Council

extended terrace area for restaurants

Parks and Project Services

and cafes on the corner of Lynn Mall.

Engineers: Neil Prendiville

NEW LYNN IS SET TO SIGNIFICANTLY EXPAND ITS ROLE AS ONE OF WAITAKERE CITY’S MAJOR REGIONAL
centres. The development of the amenity of this place has been a key element of Council investment since
the mid 1990s.
The City Council, along with the Auckland Regional Council and transport agencies are seeking to
focus urban growth into major centres and transport corridors in order to reduce urban sprawl and support
investments in public transport. Creating successful higher density growth centres requires investment in
the twin arms of access and amenity.
Over $140 million is being spent on public transport and road investments to secure major access
improvements to New Lynn. The largest part of this spend is on rail investment ensuring that New Lynn
becomes one of the best connected centres in the region.
Investment in urban amenity is necessary to ensure that centres can intensify and remain attractive
places of choice to live and work. This is especially true if a place is to attract skilled workers who have
plenty of employment options and choices as to where they live.
While there is still a long way to go, New Lynn is emerging as a case study of public commitment to
amenity in the context of urban intensification.
Important amenity building blocks can be classified as natural, historical and modern.
New Lynn provides access to the natural amenities of the Waitakere ranges and beaches. It is also
interlaced with streams and wetlands although the town generally has its back to these. Recent initiatives
to address this include the award winning restoration of the Manawa wetland, and the significant
investment in the nearby Olympic Park. Once a fill site, Olympic Park is being redeveloped to highlight its
stream access, draw visitors to this asset and enhance its ecological quality. Olympic Park was awarded

architecture are essential if these
environment of the town centre.

New Lynn – Emergence of a major
regional centre

the premier New Zealand Recreation Association’s (NZRA) Outstanding Park Award 2007.
Importantly, the town is rich in historical amenity having been a centre for the brick and ceramics
industries. These elements have been built on and referenced in landscape design, seating and public art
as part of Council’s reserves and streetscape investments.
Emphasis has also been placed on modern amenities such as the public library and award winning
community centre. Redevelopment of the bus and rail hub is underway and will further enhance the modern
architectural value of the centre. Public art is becoming a feature of New Lynn. A number of works by major

“While there is still a long way to go, New Lynn is emerging as
a case study of public commitment to amenity in the context of
urban intensification.”
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The recent landscape work offered

While the focus for critique of urban intensification is often on central Auckland it is also important to
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The author: Catherine Hamilton, Studio of Urban Landscape Ltd (contact@soulenvironments.co.nz)
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